I. Introduction
Blind Source Separation (BSS) has received considerable attention in the latest decade in many research fields, such as communications, speech separation and signal processing and control [1] , [2] .
Recently, much research has been devoted to the convolutive case. Methods for such scenario, generally, can be classified into two classes. The first is conventional MBD method, in which sources are assumed to be i.i.d and outputs of system are also whitened. Second is Convolutive BSS (CBSS) that attempts to make outputs spatially independent and prevents spectra of source from distortion. Obviously, CBSS is more appropriate to solve cocktail party problem.
To overcome whitening effect, various methods have been proposed. K.Torkkola [3] and Choi [4] proposed recurrent network method that can obtain filtered version estimation of sources. However, it is hard to design a feedback type separator so as to guarantee its stability, especially for non-minimum phase mixing process. Although nonholonomic method [5] releases temporal constrains on outputs, whitening effect can not be avoided radically. Linear Prediction (LP) based MBD [6] , [7] method works well only under the precondition that inherent dependencies of speech signal does not share same delay range with echo delay, which is quite difficult to be satisfied due to early reflection in real environment. Besides, LP pre-processing would destroy mixing information and then deteriorate whole performance of separation. Another class method is two-stage method that estimates the contributions of each source to every microphone, such as Minimal Distortion Principle [8] and SIMO-ICA [9] . However cost function of the former does not equal zero even in optimal point, which brings difficulties in finding equilibrium point blindly. High computational complexity of later is relatively surprising.
In this paper, we present novel multi-stage method to resolve whitening effect. More especially, conventional blind separation is first carried out, and arbitrarily filtered version estimation and separation matrix are available. Using separation matrix, we then construct a compensation matrix to retrieve contributions of each source to every sensor. After that, a number of SIMO dereverberation can be conducted to recover original signal. Here we believe that blindly SIMO dereverberation can be resolved in theory, because an exact inversion of the mixing system and thus, a perfect reconstruction of the source are possible for such case if multi-path impulse response does not share common zeros in z-plane [10] .
On the other hand, if initialization of separation matrix is far from optimal point, it is difficult for Time Domain ICA (TDICA) to converge. Null Beamforming (NBF) is here employed to deal with this problem. However, without any knowledge of Direction Of Arrival (DOA) of sources, contribution of NBF to improvement of separation is not obvious. In [11] , Frequency Domain ICA (FDICA) and TDICA are incorporated together to improve performance and the role of FDICA is nothing but providing satisfying initial value for TDICA to remove residual crosstalk. Motivated by this study, in our method, we use FastICA [12] to perform DOA estimation roughly, using information of DOA, NBF can provide satisfied initialization for TDICA. Such initial value, generally, can guarantee convergence of TDICA which is foundation of compensation matrix. Applying proposed method, not only temporal structure can be repaired, but also spatial quality of each source can be maintained. 
II. Problem statement & conventional solution
where { } 
, which means that estimation is a filtered version of source, spectra characteristics have been distorted during separation. Undoubtedly, the first solution is ideal for speech separation task.
B. Information maximization approach with nonholonomic constraints
Until now, a number of approaches have been proposed to achieve BSS using different optimization criteria. Well known information maximization approach derived from independence assumption is rather popular one due to its success in a number of applications. This method attempts to make information represented by outputs maximized through reducing redundancy in both inner symbol and inter symbol. Finally, outputs of system are independent spatially and temporally. It is also equivalent to minimizing the mutual information (K-L divergence) between the components of network outputs to render them independent.
Employing information maximization criterion and natural gradient, resulting coefficient updates in time domain are
represents a vector of nonlinear function acting on every component of outputs and is defined as
here. Through analysis, equilibrium point of above learning algorithm is
Equation (4) indicates outputs are both temporally and spatially independent when iteration arrives at stationary point, which is side effect for speech case.
To avoid whitening effect, also overcome instability brought by nonstationarity of signal, nonholonomic constraints method is proposed. Its update takes the form
Correspondingly, stationary point of above equation satisfies y y
where is diagonal matrix that is automatically adjusted during the learning process. To void the noncausality, L taps delay is adopted in practical implementation for equation (4) and (5) . It can be seen form (5) that there are no particular temporal constraints on outputs. Hence, whitening problem can not be avoided radically.
III. Proposed multi-stage method

A. Motivation and strategy
In the previous research, many approaches have been suggested to deal with separation and deconvolution for signal with temporal structure, among which Minimal Distortion Principle (MDP) criterion and SIMO-ICA method seem attractive. In both methods, objective is to recover contributions of each source to every microphone rather than original signal. However, SIMO-ICA method's high computational complexity and high sensitivity to the initial settings of separation filter are serious drawbacks. In our proposed multistage method, objective of separation is same as that of above both methods. Difference lies in that we use compensation matrix to retrieve contributions of each source to every microphone. In order to construct compensation matrix stably, adequate convergence of conventional MBD is necessary. To ensure this point, NBF is adopted to initialize the separation matrix. It has been proved that NBF can improve performance and convergent speed effectively with some knowledge of DOA of sources. Information of DOA can be obtained using FastICA that is known as a most efficient and widely used method in BSS field. Performance of FastICA is not satisfied in convolutive case due to difficulty of achieving global optimization. Whereas, local convergence of FastICA is enough for rough DOA estimation since it can be achieved only in high frequency. As for SIMO dereverberation, simple Mean Linear Least Square (MLLS) is adopted temporally to show feasibility of proposed scheme. Whole framework is shown in Fig.1 is ignored due to its uniformity for far field case. As a consequence, azimuth of source can be obtained by reverse separation matrix.
F as tIC
As is known, reverberation effect in high frequency region is less serious than low frequency. In this sense, although whole performance of FastICA for convolutive case is not satisfied, its separation ability in high frequency is still convinced, that is why DOA can be estimated roughly. Indeed, such rough DOA estimation is enough for us since main separation task is left for TDICA. Its fast convergence is what we want to use.
NBF initialization [13] follows DOA estimation. Compared with initialization with identity matrix at half of filter order, such initial value is much closer to optimal solution and guarantees convergence of algorithm with satisfied speed.
C. Compensation Algorithm
After separation using equation (5) 
When only one component of separated signal vector on right hand of (9) is kept, equation (9) becomes 
From (10) and (11), we have conclusions that left hand of (10) corresponds to contribution of th i − source to every microphone. This happens to be objective of compensation. Hence, contributions of each source to every microphone are available using reversion of separation matrix.
IV. Experiments and discusses
A. Experiments condition and evaluation
The experiments are conducted using speech signal in a room environment (Fig.2) simulated by image method [14] Fig.2 .
To evaluate performance of proposed method, Signal-to-Noise Ratio Improvement (SNRI) defined as following is used to test separation performance. 
Also, to evaluate the spectra distortion, Mel Cepstral Distortion (MelCD) [15] between source and output is employed. We compare following methods in this experiment: our multistage method, TDICA, and SIMO-ICA method. respectively, which seem quite close to real azimuths of both sources. Fig.4 shows SNRI results of TDICA with different initial value, from which it is confirmed that better initialization benefits better performance. Meanwhile, when estimated DOA is between 4 30 and 4 60 , difference of separation performance is not so significant. This is main reason we employ FastICA to estimate DOA roughly. It is worth noting that in a room with extreme reflect accurate DOA estimation is impossible and useless to some extent because DOA of source has been changed by some strong reflection.
Results and discussion
Good initialization guarantees convergence of algorithm, also builds foundation for constructing compensation matrix indirectly. Finally, three methods are compared in term of SNRI, SQ and MelCD (Table.1) .
To get better separation performance, all these methods are initialized with NBF whose null directions are steered to the estimated DOA. Filter length is set to be 64 taps, which is much shorter than normal one, and separation performance is still expected to be good enough. 5 shows the normalized Power Spectra Density (PSD) of outputs of system. From these results, the following are revealed: First, conventional TDICA method with nonholonomic constrains also suffers whitening effect, even temporal constrains on outputs have been released. There are no constrains performed to prevent whitening effect from contributing to maximization of entropy such that algorithm converges toward this direction inevitably. Second, both our compensation method and SIMO-ICA method work well in preserving spectra of sources as well as separation. As for small superiority of SNRI of our method over SIMO-ICA, it generally benefits from less constrains in cost function. Third, from table 1, it can be seen that little degradation of SNRI happens after spectra compensation (performance before compensation is same as TDICA). This is mainly due to amplification of compensation matrix in low frequency region, which results in increasing proportions of interference components of interference. In this sense, there is a trade-off between SNRI and SQ performance. MelCD scores of multistage method is similar with SIMO-ICA, after applying MLLS dereverberation, it decrease to 0.019, a quite ideal level. All these confirm the feasibility of multistage scheme to recover original signal perfectly. Multistage has some superiority over SIMO-ICA due to its freely choosing suitable method at each stage. High calculation complexity of SIMO-ICA limits its real application especially in case of many sources.
V. Conclusions and future work
In this study, we proposed a multistage scheme to perform separation and deconvolution of convolutive mixture for speech signals without distortion. In order to guarantee convergence of TDICA, new scheme is proposed to provide initial value for separation matrix. Sufficient convergence of algorithm also benefits stability of constructing compensation matrix. Final MLLS SIMO deconvolution is applied to demonstrate feasibility of recovering original source without losing spectra characteristics. The experimental results reveal that proposed multistage scheme provides higher flexibility, superior performance and robustness, compared with other conventional methods.
Until now, conventional MBD does not seem to have enough ability to perform separation and deconvolution simultaneously well for signal with temporal structure, such as speech signal and some biomedical signals. Alternatively, two-stage, even multi-stages method is suitable alternative. Under such background, proposed method is valuable and can broad range of application.
From above experiments, it is found that separation in low frequency is still a challenging problem. Just because of bad performance in low frequency, SQ and SNRI becomes a pair of contradictory objective score, at least the case for speech signal.
